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Number of Family Members:    Adults:    
Minors:    
Total Number of rooms/bedrooms/baths
Habitable Area (sq ft)
Effective Age /Condition
Neighborhood: Equal or Better
Public Services & Nearness to Employment
Asking Price
Subject
/
/
/
Comp. No. 1 Address:
/
/
/
Comp. No. 2 Address:
/
/
/
Comp. No. 3 Address:
/
/
/
Replacement Housing Payment Eligibility Determination 90 Day Owner Occupant Worksheet / Summary and Justification of Selection of "Most" Comparable Property 49 CFR 24.401
Displacement Dwelling DSS? 
I.  Market Data Source:  (mark all applicable)
II. Justification for Selection of Comparable No.
 as the "Most" comparable replacement property available:
(Note:  The following grid will supplement file documentation to provide justification to support the sponsor's selection of the comparable dwelling judged to be the most comparable of those identified.  File documentation must also be maintained on the other comparable properties evaluated.)
Comparable Criteria: (49 CFR 24.2(d))
Comparison of the SELECTED Comparable to the Acquired Dwelling / Displacee Needs Equal (=), Superior (+), Inferior (-)
Explanation:  If inferior, relate to compensating trade-off.  If significantly superior, provide justification, i.e. DSS need, compensates inferior feature at reasonable cost, no lesser cost alternative acceptable.
=
+
-
1.  Location:
(neighborhood, access to employment, community services, etc.)                 *score must be equal or better
2.  Number of Rooms:
(total/bedrooms/baths)
3.  Size of Habitable Living Area:
(sq. ft. measured interior, including finished below grade lower level)
4.  Condition                  *score must be equal or better
5.  Public Transportation
6.  Complex/Community Facilities
7.  Quality of Construction:
(market perception)
8.  Other Amenities:
(features such as fireplace, upgrade carpets or cabinetry, workshop, extra storage space used; and typically available on the market.  Trade-off consideration is common where feature is not available at reasonable cost on available properties.)
9.  Other Features:
(access for disabled displaced persons)*
10.  Major Exterior Attributes:
(site attributes such as swimming pool, excess land, major outbuildings, etc.)**
* Cost estimate of 
 for access.  (contractor bids attached)
** Attribute considered only if available at reasonable cost on comparable properties.  Otherwise comparable without the attribute is used and a "Carve-out" procedure is used to calculate payment eligibility.  (49 CFR 24.403(a)(2)).
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